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This issue . . .

IN THIS, the last printed issue of Kai 
Tiaki, we look back at the journal’s
illustrious history, and hear from four 
former co-editors. Two nurse prac-
titioners explain why they want to 
be involved in the end-of-life choice 
process. Nursing students farewell a 
beloved kui, and we put the spotlight 
on gout, a debilitating chronic condi-
tion which disproportionately affects 
Mâori and Pacific people.

Co-editors: 
Mary Longmore and Joel Maxwell.

Practice article review process:
Clinical practice, education and 
research articles are critiqued for pub-
lication in Kai Tiaki Nursing New Zea-
land by nurses/educators/researchers 
with expertise in the subject area of 
the article, and by the co-editors. 
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Kai Tiaki is the Mâori term for carer or 
guardian and has always been incorpo-
rated in the title of the magazine. 

Kai Tiaki Nursing New Zealand is the 
official journal of the New Zealand 
Nurses’ Organisation, Tôpûtanga Tapuhi 
Kaitiaki o Aotearoa. Views expressed are 
not necessarily those of NZNO. Kai Tiaki 
Nursing New Zealand, under a variety of 
titles, has been published continuously 
since 1908. 

Kai Tiaki Nursing New Zealand is a peer-
reviewed journal. All clinical practice 
articles are independently reviewed by 
expert nurses/researchers (see below). 
It is indexed in the Cumulative Index to 
Nursing and Allied Health Literature and 
International Nursing Index. 
 
Kai Tiaki Nursing New Zealand retains 
copyright for material published in the 
journal. Authors wanting to re-publish 
material elsewhere are free to do so, 
provided prior permission is sought, the 
material is used in context and Kai Tiaki 
Nursing New Zealand is acknowledged as 
the first publisher.

 

2 | Editorial 
The important role of Kai Tiaki won’t 
change in the post-print era.
By former co-editors Anne Manchester and 
Teresa O’Connor

Cover: Thanks to NZNO librarian 
Heather Woods 

5 | News & events   

•  Concerns remain despite ICU funding boost.
•  Police “reassurance” patrols for vaccination   
    sites.
•  Real work now starts on safe staffing.

12 | Kai Tiaki history
Looking back at Kai Tiaki’s long history as 
a printed nursing journal, with reflections 
from two former co-editors Claire O’Brien 
and Lyndon Keene.

36 | Professional education
Gout is a debilitating chronic disease that 
disproportionately affects Mâori and Pacific 
people.

By Linda Bryant
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43 | NurseWORDS
Compiled by Kathy Stodart. 

30 | Industrial focus
Digital organising accelerates in 2021.

By associate industrial services manager 
Iain Lees-Galloway

44 | NZNO 2022 fees

28 | Colleges & sections
ENs to take lead in primary mental health 
scheme.

24 | Obituary
Farewell to a beloved kui.

By Naomi Waipouri, Desiree Hawkins 
and Teana Davey 46 | Classifieds

33 | Viewpoint
RNs need a lift in status and remuneration to 
fix the aged care staffing crisis.

By Margaret Crozier

3 | Letters
Tell us what you think.

4 | The kaiwhakahaere comments
By Kerri Nuku

26 | Professional focus
Bracing for more COVID-19 in the com-
munity. By acting professional and nursing 
services manager Kate Weston

20 | Viewpoint
Petra Aukino writes how bullying wrecked her 
nursing career, while lead organiser Christina 
Couling explains what can be done.

34 | Library resources
A round-up of newly-acquired books you can 
borrow from the NZNO library.

By Heather Woods and Amanda Otzen

18 | News focus
Going online – the challenges of new tech.
By co-editor Joel Maxwell.

10 | Viewpoint
Two nurse practitioners explain why they have 
trained to work under the End of Life Choice 
Act.

32 | News focus
Nurse educator works on security app to 
help hospice community staff feel safer.

31 | Sector reports
A round-up of news on industrial
bargaining.
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23 | News focus
Public health champion Heather Came wins 
award.

Tribute to a  treasured kui
Page  24

When bullying is intolerable
Page 20

A farewell
to print . . .
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After 113 years in print, a 
Kai Tiaki era comes to an 
end, and the online
edition takes over.


